The new quality in the relation between networks and end-systems requires a harmonization between these worlds. Based on the requirements and possibilities of new applications, particularly in the field of multimedia, the architecture of personal end-system has to be reconsidered completely.
Introduction
Upcoming 'Gigabit Networks' change the relation between communication systems and workstations dramatically: the former hand their role as bottlenecks to the latter. Completely new approaches for Global Distributed Processing with shared networkmemories have already been proposed [2], see Figure 1 for an example. 
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In such an environment, the role and therefore the architecture of the end systems has to be reconsidered completely. Network access (in the context of shared networkmemory) will not be any more an I/O-process among others, it will become the central component of all computing activities.
The proposed end system architecture is a step towards a harmonization of the two worlds of data processing and telecommunication.
Bus Systems -the well known bottleneck
With increasing performance of processors and peripheral systems, a well known bottleneck of the classical von Neumann architecture becomes obvious: the bus system ( Figure 2 ). 
The bus is a multiplexed and therefore shared resource for all other components of a workstation and reaches its limits particularly when multiple continuous media are involved. Current approaches to increase the bus performance in the stations lead to bizarre constructions of separate local buses [10], special video buses, etc. (Figure 3) .
While in the first place the bus has provided a high degree of flexibility and modularity, such stations are now losing their flexibility as a universal computing system because the dedicated communication paths do not allow a flexible, open architecture.
